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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF TIFF INTERTOR,

BUREAU ()F EDucATioN,
WaAingtaTil C., November ,.)6, 1926%

SIR : The administrators and faculties of higher educational insti-
Autions are, frequently so engaged in the problems of individual
institutions that they do not find time nor occasion to take stock
at, periodic intervals of the activities and general progress of tlw
universities and colleges of the United States. Dr. Arthur J. Klein,
chief of the division of higher education, has therefore, at my re-
quest, prepared this review of matters which engaged much of the
attention of the higher educational institutions of the United States
during the period 1922 to 1924. The influence of the rising cost of
higher education upon institutional administration and ideals is
presented in connection with the steps proposed or taken to meet
changing conditions. Methods of orienting the coilege freshman in
his neW environment are discussed together with experiments and
proposals for changes' which will further improve t,tandards of
scholarship, teaching methods, and adjustment of college Nvork to
the public, social, and economic life of college graduates. 1 recom-

ind t hat the accompanying manuscript be published under the
title "Higher Education, Biennial Survey, 11)22-1924."

Re.spectfully submitted.
thgo. J. TiGERT, reinnii,w?hnier.

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
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HIGHER EDUCATION

By ARTHUR J. KLEIN
C'h4ef, Ditioion of Higher Editor:0On, Bureau of Education

CoNTNNT8.---Cost of higher educationSekective Procetssea: Increase of fees: entrance
examinatiuns; standards of adtnisAion and of institutional accrediting; grade limita-
tions; character scoring; psychological tel4AFremhman problemsSectioning
claswsOrientation courses Curriculum revlfzionTeaching methodsSpecial
honors and distlnctiong---Ilonors coursesGraduate workSocial and college life--=
Outside contacts-- Junior colleges.

COST OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Central in the influences which have directed development during
the two years is the rising cost of higher educatiofi. As one element
in the educational costs of the Nation, higher education has been sub-
jected to the restrining influences of compulsoxy economy. But be-
cause such a small proportion of the taxpayers participate directly in
higher educational activities, the colleges and universities have been
subjected to more criticism, perhaps, than other elements of the
educational syst CM of the United States.

The whole series of facts with reference to the cost of higher
education had, at the opening of the period ,which this discussion
covers, been presented to the public and to educators with decided
emphasis. The inco9e of high& institutions in 1912, excluding
additions for eapdovkent, was $89,835,787; by 1922 thishad increased
to $272,815,703. This threefold increase in money costs during the
10-year period, an increase much greater than the increase in popula-
tion or in the income Of the country, caused great concern.

The most im.portazit element in accounting for the increase is the
growth in teachers' salaries. This increase during the years of the
Worhi War and immediately thereafter has been one of the most
remarkable phenomena in higher education in the United States.
In small colleges salaries rose from an average of about $1,400 to
an average of $2,000, in medium-sized institutions from $2,500 to
$4,000, and in the large institutions from $5,000 to $8,000 or $10,000.
During the same period the number of students more than dou i ed.
In 1912 there vtete '255,673 students enrolled in the colleges and
versifies; by 1922 the number had become 550,906. Obviously, how-
ever, doubling the number of students does not fully account for the
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2 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1922-144

fact that expenditure trebled. Other factors contributed to increased
cost.

Research, always an exphsive feature of uni'versity expenditures,
became in all fields increasingly a concern of higher educational
institutions.. Every university of any pretensions came to base its
claims for 11on6r and reputation largely upon extensive programs of
graduate research. Undergraduate courses at the same time multi-
plied and were enriched by the addition of a great variety of offer-
ings which formerly had not been regarded as essential parts of an
undergraduate course. Technical courses were added, professional
courses stiffentd, and work with diiect pre-professional purposes
emphasized. Afore students, 'more research. more varied courses,
mean more teachers (an increase in staff from 30,034 in 1912 to 49,-
838 in 1922) more buildings, including dormitories,laboratories, and
classrooms: more equipment: in Other words, more money. While
this educational development was going on, money lost value, or in
other words price levels increased.

Ac a result of all these influences, educational expenditures for
universities and colleges were of necessity expressed in terms of
American " big business." People who had previously concerned
themselves little about higher education Or-about any educlition infact, felt free to criticise and to make sugwestions. Adverse convent
wai, released which had formerly been lick! back by the somethat
sacrosanct position which higher education had come to enjoy. A
flood of questions resulted, all tinged with discontent. " Are the
results obtained in our colleges worth the cost ?" " Are our educational
institutions giving us, in the character of citizenship which their
training is supposed to develop, a type of citizen worth paying for?"
"Do the colleges and universities build up charaerrh,4 elemocratic
kind, or do they develop snobbishness and intellectual ailstocracyr"Am the institutions turning out graduates of such intellèctual
ability, elien of such scholarship, as we may expect from what we
spend ul5n them?" Business mere and others were free in their
statements that the college graduate came from college with no idea
of how to work aild showing little development of thoroughness and
application. It was questioned whether the college really met the
fundamental material needs of students by providing them with a
means whereby they could earn a better living by reason of their
college education. All this criticism was general in nature but di-
rected toward those fundamental things which had in the past 1.ieen
accepted as the peculiar' functions and contributions of higher
education.

Criticism went further. It *asked whether those who received the
benefits tof higher education should not pay for what they get. The
suggestion that free education should not be quite so free struck the
public institutions supprted by taxation and the private institutions
supported by endowment and free gifts. Response to the financial
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HIGHER EDUCATION 3

pressure of the moment may account for such criticism more largely
than the general theory that society should pay less of the expense
of higher education, but everywhere the tendency 'Wits toward in-
sistence uporrhigher tuition and institutional fees.

The great influx of students, the resulting expense, and discontent
with the product of the colleges made many ask whether too manv
men were not going to colle!re President Hopkins, of Dartmouth,
made the statement in regard to this point which excited the most,
comment and discussion: "The opportunities for securing an educa-
tion by way of the college course are definitely a privilege and not
at all a universal' right." The apparent antiAemocratic tone of this
statement led educators to interpret President Hopkin's statement to
mean that there are not too many trained men turned out by the
colleges, but that too many are in college who can not be there
profitably. The argument then becomes, Do not let into college
those who will not themselves profit in prop4tion to effort and
expense, or those who by their presence will slow up the progress
of others." In practically no case have college présidents been vifl-ig subscribe to the 1;elief that the college should care only for
the exceptional man.

The nature of college work and its aims have ajso suffered attack.
Frequently objection has been made to the cultural motive in Ameri-
can college education in favor of the vocational. One of the great
foundations goes so far in a report as to advocate that the cultural
elements be cared for by the high school and that the college devote
itself largely to technical, professional, or other vocational-training
and to research work.

Economic pressure is not sufficient to account for the action taken
to meet the criticism offered, nor is the criticism released by economic
conditions adequate ground for explanation of the steps taken to
improve higher education. College anA university administrators
have not been compelled by economy and criticism to take cognizance
of defects in the higher educational system. Rether, outside interest
and suggestion have given them increased opportunity and freedom
to inaugurate corrective measures which former tradition and con-
servatism made difficult. These measures and proposals have not,
for the most part, been generally accepted as final or of universal
application. They consist in many cases of more or less isolated
experiments and discussion. Choice of educational.proposals and of
measures for inclusion in this survey is therefore based largely upon
til3jective judgment and not upon standards of practice.

No question can be faised that the economic situation has led to
determined efforts to bring about more careful institutional book-
keeping and budgeting. In the past, and even to a great extent at
the present time, the higher institutions have known only approxi-
mati3ly the actual costs of conducting the institution, and have had
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4 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1922-1924

even less idea of the distribution of these costs. The Bureau of
Education has never been able to collect, even from State-mpported
institutións, statistics of expenditures which are comparable in form
.arid substance. It is to be hoped that the educational finance in-
quiry authorized in 1922, in so far as it relates to higher education,
will result in some furthu general understanding of college and
univensity accounting,

Notable among contributions to this end is the very careful coA
system worked out by the University 873f Illinois in 19'21-22 and
desciibed by the president's report for that.year., The work of the
board qf higher education curricula of the State of Washington is
already well known. The General Education Board, which had
previously published material and given assistance upon the budget-
ing of college and university funds and expenditures, has, as a result
of increased interest in this subject, recently created a division of
college and university accounting. Colleges everywhere are rapidly
adopting intelligent budget methods and learning to handle the bu!,i-
ness affairs 6f the institutions in a businesslike way. This is one of
the most maiiked tendencies of the biennium which is directly due to
increasing costs and financial pressure.

SELECTIVE PROCESSES
e

Partly as a r t of increased costs.and partly as a result of
increased ,intere testing and grading programs developed from
Army psychological testing, colleges have during the biennium
attempted to meet the problem of the great influx of students by
more careful selective processes, both for admission and for passage
through the work of the college. These processes range an the way
from direct limitation of numbers to attempts to score the individual
characteristics of students with reference to the bearing ofthese
characteristics upon suitability for college education. The most
important methods may be grouped under seven heads: First, arbi-
trary limitation of the number admitted; second, increased fees;
third, use of the entrance examination; fourth, enforcement of high
standards for entrance and institutional accrediting; fifth, grade
limitations, both for admission and for progress; sixth, scoring of
personal characteristics; and seventh, psychological testing. Each
of these will be discussed briefly in turn.

No attempt has been made to determine all of the institutions that
have during the biennium placed a direct limitation upon the numb
ber of students admitted: Harvard placed, in June, 1924, a limit of
1,000 for its -freshman class. Syracuse University during the bi-
ennium adopted the plan of abolishing scholarships in order to
maintain a tuition income commensurate with the number of stu-
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HIGHER EDUCATION

dents instructed. By this device the university was able to save
$50,000 annually.

Limiting eurollment has its reverse side. Arbitrary re:striction
in the nikmber of students whom an institution will receive may
result, unless careful thought is given to the mources of the institu-
I ion and the work offered, in a unit which is not economic. Over-
head expense does not vary in exact correst)ondence to increase or
reduction of the number of students-. An instructor who has a
small student-hour teaching. load costs just as much and the space
omupied is usually just as great as if he had a load of standard
efficient size. Furthermore, limitation of numbers results in reduc-
tion of tuition income, which may make necessary uneconomic re-
duction of institutional expenditures. In cases where limitations
have been imposed they have been based upon analysis of the institai-,
tion's resources and an estimate of its ability to handle certain
numbers effectively. Such limitations, it is stated, have resulted in
a chan7(1 attitude on the part.of arose eutering college. For the
idea that the college is a respectable four-year loaf has been sub-
Ftituted, in many instances at least, a realization that college
attendance is a privilege which must be met by a corresponding
sense of responsibility.

INCREASE 01' FEES

An obvious device which it was thought might limit the number of
applicants for college entrance and the number of those who persist
through a college course, was increase of student fees. This pro-
posal was in line with the criticism of higher education that it was
too free and that students should pay a larger propOrtion of the
expense of their education. A stmly of the fees charged, made by
the BureAu of Education for the year 1923-24, shows, when compared
with fees listed in the catalogues of preceding years, that many in-
stitutions have thus increased the financial load of the student during
the biennium. However, reduction in the number of students has
not resulted. Michigan increased the: fees in its medical courses,
but this had little effect upon the number applying for admission.
The University of Illinois also increased its fees to nonresidents of
the Stnte, but again this had little effect in reducing the number of,
appficants. In general, increase of fees, therefore, has the effect
of increasing the in,come of the institution but little effect upon dis-
couraging attendance. Such increase of income as is derived irom
increase of fees does Rot necessarily nieah greater economy. If the
number of stm,lents admitted increases, costs may increasè more
rapidly than -fee incpme, since in no case has an instiNfion attempted
to raise its fees to the point where the student pays.the entire cost
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6 BIENNIAL SURVEY OP EDUCATION, 1922-1024

of his education. Noone has as yet determined a fee charge whi
will actually hold applications for admission to any specific number
for a given-institution.

ENTRA NCE EXAM1NAT1ONS

Although some institutions', notably those in' New England, con-
tinue to maintain a direct control over the number of entrants each
year by means of the entrance examination conducted by the institu-

n itself, there seems to be little tendency to take further advantage
of this device. In the Middle West and West, where the State-
supported institutions more generhily set the pace under the restric-
tions of- a position in the rublic-school system, there seems little
tendency to limit numbers or to determine educability by means of
institutional entrance examinations. It may be questioned whether
more .extensive use of this device may not have a contribution
to make to the creation of institutions of distinctive character(
Uniformity is promotecl between different institutions through
standardization carried on .by the national and regional accrediting
associations and through the work of the College' Entrance Exami-
nation Board; there will always be a place for institutions which
participate in such a uniform s sm. However, it is probable that

4=14-

in the near future institutions w ch now maintain their position\ in
the college world only upon the basis ihat they conform to the stand-
ards of accrediting associations may wish to develop educational
service. of distinctive character. They may find the entrance ex-
amination one means of insuring entrants who will he suited to,the
peculiar character which they wish to impress upon the institution.

STA NDARDS OF ADMISSION AND OF INSTITUTIONAL ACCREDITING

The w-ork of the regional and national accrediting associations
tends to bring about uniformity between institutions. During the
biennium the influence and 4pportance of the regional associations
have developed to a :rkatle degree. The north central associa-
tion and the southern . iation. now exercise móre powerful in-
fluences upon secondary education and upon the standardization of
colleges themselves than do any other national forces. In this con-
nection a resolution of the north central association, adopted in 1923
find supported by the higher educatio 1 representatives in the asso-
ciation, recdmmends'that the cone/ :4. should provide an alternative
system of, entrance by which students who haste-completed 11 or 12_

units in the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades of the senior high
school may be admitted yviths full standing. If this resolution is
accepted by the mimber institutions, it will have an important effect
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HIGHER EDUCATION

upon the development of tlie junior-senior high-§chool system and
tend to reduce the number of applicants for college entrance who are
unfit, by providing in these high schools completioil courses not
looking to.college entrance. Similar effects in relieving the college
burden may be expected from the growth of the junior college idea.
Further discuion of the junior college will be found at another
point in this review.

The tendency toward uniformity has been promoted by the adop-
tion by the American Council of Educaion of standards for colleges,
junior colleges, a0 teacher-training -institutions, thq two latter
during the biennitt. 'These standards were published with the
recommendation that, the regional and other accrediting agencies
adopt them as a basis for accrediting institutions within their special
fields of influence. Practically all of the regional associations have
followed this suggestion and adopted the American council's stand-
ards or modified them somewhat to meet local nNessities. The Asso-
ciation of American Universities, which had previously operated
under the standards devised by the Carnegie Foundation, hat also
adopted the standards of the American council and has been given a
grant by the Carnegie Foundation tó enable it to conduct examina-
tions of institutiorm for purposes of accrediting.: The Catholic Edu-
'cation Association has acfepted the standards of the American
Council of Education, and other denominational educational organi-
ezations have been considering similar or other action looking to
betterment .of standards in church schools under their control or
influence. The interest of the denominational colleges in the develop-
ment of haer standards has arisen in part from the influence of
increased standardization for other .institutions and in part because
the compeOtion for students has been,so reduced that they can afford
to take steps in this direction.

The American Association of Teacheis Colleges also adopted at
its meeting in Cleveland, in February', 1923, standards for accredit.'
ing teachers colleges and normal schools. These standards have not
and probably will not be applictd to the institutigns which were mem-
bers of the association at the time of this adoption, but new appli-
cants for membership will be admitted upon the basi of these.
standards. No doubt this will have considerable influence upon the re-
gional associations in their accrediting of teacher-training institutions.

The Colorado State College adopted in 1923 higher standards in-
volving more restrictive prescriptions for preceding work, condi.
tional admission, and most significant, perhaps, omission of credit
for life experience, teiching of penmanship, training in art and
music, and other forms of wo'rk which" do not contribute directly to
the course offered by the college.

11,81X-20
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8 BIENNIAL IIVE OF EDUCATION, 1922-1924

PaCalleling the development of mole exact standards for admis-
sion to college and for admission to the list of institutions which mav
properly be defined as higher educational institutions is the develop-
ment in the standards for professional work. The American Bar
Association adopted standards in 1921: and in 1923, the Ainerican
Pharnweutical Association, the National Association of 'Boards of
Pharmacy, and the American Conference of Pharmaceutical Facul-
ties also established standards for their specific work.

The 'University of Michigan determined in 199,3-2-4 to begin in the
fall of 0.26 to require for admission. to tile school of laW three years'
work in college and in 1927 four years' work. This will make the
law school at, Ifichigan entirely a graduatCinstitution, 4ith the ex-
ception that students Nylh, take the combined letters and law couNtA at,
the. tiniversity or in other approved colleges may save two years of
work. In line with the Carnegie Foundation's t tidies upon dental
educaiion, a similar plan is being considered by Michigan for the
College of Dental Surgery., Columbia's Teachers College in Octob;ir,
1922, a(kpted for the School of Practical Arts a change in admis-
sion which requires for admission two years in a college or a technical
school instead of graduation from high school. This change was
made necessary by the rapid growth of ,the School of Practical Arts.
The tendency is to extend the time preliminary to professional train-
ing and the time for professional training itself in law, medicine,
dentistry, pharmacy, teaching, and engineffing.

GRADE ¡IMITATIONS

At, the same time that it limited its enrollnwn* the entering chis.
to 1,000, litfivard changed its entrance requirements to provide that
75 per cent must be obtained on the entrance examination and also
that the boys admitted without examination must in their prepara-
tory work rank among the highest seventh of boys in 4be class. The,
University Of Illinois requires a grade o 10 p'er cent better than
'passing in the institution from which the student comes. The
Kansas State Board of Administration has recommended that the
plan of admitting graduates of accredited high schools upon 'an
automatiC basis be abolished. In general, many college executives
are coming to believe that the selective process upon the basis of
high rating in the preparatory wqr,k results in reduction of the
number óf students who will not profit sufficiently from college work.
It is a real selective device.

CHARACTER SCORING

Ittems to have been established by various investigations, notably
at the University of Minnesota, thit failures on the ,part of fresh-
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HIGHER EDUCATION 9

Turn are not due so much to lack of ability as to lack of personal
qualities and characteristics wbli:11 enable the student to adjust hiin-
sel f to the environ.ment and work of the college. Increased em-
pha.sis has been placed, therefore, upon admission to college upon
the basis of personal qualities, including the physical. Scoring of
ripplicants for college entrance upon.the basis:of personal charac-
wristics attempts to cover good habits, industry, manners, groespect

for °low, perseverance, alertness, competence: ,vigor, promptness,
acctrracy, participation in activities, and financial condition. The
University of Chicafro, Oberlin, Harvard, Kansas Agricultural
College, Leland Stanford University, Reed College, Ripon College,
and Swarthmore all have in a serious way attempted sufh scoring
as the hasis for admission. The scoring may he a very form41 mat-
ter, conducted upon the basis of a blank furnished to*the, principal
Or other officer of tile secondary school, and may involve in addition
to such procedure a personal interview between Ow student a
representative of the college, authorities. Northviestern versity
plans to undertake such scoring upon an rxtensikb scale. Swarth-
more, where the plan has bfien in effect for some tinie, states that
the real entrance examination iis the personal interview. .

in addiLion to the service which character scoring renders in secura;
ing Ntmlents who are fitted for good college work, the results of such
personal knowledge ofstudents should aid 'the institution in render-
in4- careful instructional servii.e. In the imst the professors under
whom students took their work know little alymt the high-sch9o1

. records of their students, nothing in most cases about the*parents and
Rope conditions from which the studeilts came, and only so mucfrof
t 1 fei I' ItIQIII al abilities and tendencies of character as they might derive
from classroom contact. The personal-history and estidiate of stu-
(Writs, if made Available to the instructing staff; should contribute to

sipn
.wed .ollege teich.ing procedure.i

I'SYCIIOIAK;ICAL TESTS

'Enthugiasts about the possibilities'of pyschological tests frequently
have urged that the psychological test be used as a basis of admission
to cOlege. So far developmetit in this line seems to besinsignificant.
Ope 'investigation, mado by the n6orth central association in 19424,

shows that institutions within its territory were not using mental
testing for admission to any great extent. The service, of psycho-
logical testing, in so far as it has ligen accepted, awarently lies in
other directions, presented in another portion of this discussion. ,

FRESHMAN PROBLEMS

Careful selection of students for admitssion to college implies that
the work offered 'after admi'ssion will tt4et their needs to the fullest
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lo BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1922-1924

possible extent and will give their abilities the greatest possible
opportunity for developmEnt; uiiu tiun college life tiaside the hours
ci formal instriiction will contribute definitely to the well-being of
students and will aid directly in their preparatibn to participate in
the privileges and obligations of their adult life.

In the University of Wiscopsin by 'February, 1923, 11 per cent of
the class entering in the preceding fall had dropped out; in Febru-
ary 1924, the corresponding figure for the class' which entered in the
fall of 1923 was 13 per cent. In Harvard only '76 per cent of the
freshmen who registered in September, 1923, were promoted in good

;standing at the end of the freshman year. Lack of ability is the
least important factor in accounting for such losses; overenthusiasm
for sports and other extra-curricular activities is perhaps the most
frequent cause. Leaving the freshman almost entirely to his own
devices in making his entrance into the official and social life of the
institution results in homeickness and discour'agement or in useless
effort and dependence upon chance innences. Naturally his fellow
freshmen and older students give him a one-sided conception of
college life, a picture made up largely of athletics, social life, and
extra-curricular employments. The college authorities. the faculty,
and study, under such conditions, conténd upon unequal terms with
" activities" in presenting their claims to his time and attention. He
has little direct. personal contact Nv i t h college officials and official pur-
poses, and that, little is under what he and his fellows regard as
compulsion.

Several institutions, following the lead f the University of Afaine,
the University of Rocilester, and the Agricultwil and Mechanical
College' of Texas, which are pioneers in the movement, have adopWd

. the device known as "freshman week in order to deal syteniatically
with the conditi(.ms described. A study made in 1923-24 gy Mary
Frazer Smith, of Wenesley College, shows that 41 institutions have
adopted this method of orienting freshmen. These institutions re-
quire that freshmen report in advance of upper classmen for con-
ferences and lectures, tests, and inspeat ion of the institutional plant.
Althoug.h called quite generally "freshman week," the actual time
devoted to freshman orientation May vary from 1 hour to 10 days.
The purpose is to acquaint the new student with the aims, oppor-
tunities, and customs of the institution and to securoi information,
by means of psychological or other tests, which will aid in more
careful personal educational service during the freshman year and
thereafter. The plan is so simple, results obtained so excellent, and
the possibilities for further development so obvious that general
adoption of the device of freshman week may be looked for among
institutions which are seriously trying to meet their educational and
social problems.

.
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HIGHER EDUCATION

SECTIONING CLAMS

Freshman week affords6an opportunity for obtaining information
which will enable the institution to group students according to their
abilities; as revetabd by .previous academic records or by special
tests.. The plan. of sectioning classes in this way is developing rather
rapidly. Ele'ven irVitutions, in addition to two now following the
plan, intend to inaugurate such sectioning in Ole near future. The
chief hindrances in the way of satisfactory sectioning are the desire
of students for specific instructors and schedule difficulties which
prevent free passage from one section to another in accordance with
the record made by the student in his college work.

Those of us who jn college were more concerned in choosing the
men under whom we took our work than in choosing the subjects
which made up our curriculum sympathize with the student who
in;sists upon being permitted to study under a chosen instructor. To
be sure, freedom of choice leads frequently to the selection of pro-
fessors who have reputations for giving "snap" courses, but there is
a sound element in the judgment of students whiAbit may 1)&8 mis-
take to ignore. Frequently students wish to work unde0 good
teachers.

If the sectioning plan is to mean anything real, it must involve
shifting from lower t9 -higher groups as the student develops or
displays his ability to work with such groups. This is especially
true in view of the records and tests upon the basis of which section-
ing is made in the fist place. No one seems to have unlimited con-
fidenee in preparatory-school records, in entrance examinations, or in
the results of psychological testing.

A study made in the Ilniversity of Minnesota indicas thaC the
newer psychological method of testing is less reliable than high-
school records in pregnosticating future work. Mental testing has
made enormous strides since the Army tests were applied to so many

) young Ameck4 and institutions have attempted to make greater
use of them for such rating of students as is implied in the plan for
sectioning classes. The results have not been so satisfactory as the
friends of psychological. testing wo-uld desire. Toops and Bridges
assert that, to be valuable, the correlation between test and scholastic
iecord must koe between 0.70 and 0.80. No such high correlation hati
been obtained. Many authorities seem to doubt whether the mental
tests have a higher predictive value than other criteria. In a study
made in'the public schools it was,found that the correlation between
public schdol teachers' ranking and the subsequent work of students
was 0.70 or above, which is higher than has beeii obtained to date
between the mental tests and students' work.

11
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12 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1O22-1D24

President Coffman, of the Universify of Minnesota, makes a state-
ment which perhaps represents with considerable justice the present
attitude toward the tests:

I would not for a minute speak disrespectfully of intelligence testing, hut
those who are the members of this cult have in some instances claimed that,
by a series of Intelligence tests, it Is possible for them to determine in n few
minutes of time what students can profit by a university and even- what voca-
tion they should follow.

The conclusion stated, somewhat humorously, is that because of
innate perversity or obstinacy of mind many of us are not entirely
convinced. The use of psychological tests for purposes of section-
ing is admitted generally, however, to be of value, even though the
ability of the test to avoid injustice to the individual is not admitted.
The test makes no or insufficient allowance for extraordinary ambi-
tion and industry. Students who would be excluded upon the basis
of a psycnological test, if this were the nwthod of determining admis-
sion to college, have, under the restrictea application of the test to
sectioning, an oppor,tunity to overcome poor records upon the. test
by means of extra effort. If the tet has been wrong in rating them,
the injustice can be repaired. In general, educators appear to feel
that the psychological test can not yet be trusted to determine the
limits of educability and kind of educability, yet its usefulness
admitted, even by sober-minded men who are not carried away by
a new experimental process.

ORIENTATION COURSES

One of the charges brought against colleges and universities is
that they are overorganized. A multiplicity of schools, of depart-
ments, and of courses offeyed are of necessity confusing to the im-
mature student. lie conies from an institution where his work lias
been very largely Prescribed and almost altogether carried on under
the immediate direction of his instructors. When he finds his new
institution made up of a number of schools which bid more or less
independently for his patronage, and of an even larger series of
departments magnifying the worth and importance of their subjects,
it is a difficult problem for a freshman to understand the relationship
existing between the bodies of knowledge which these schools and
departments represent. He is likely to go through college with the
idea that the department or school which he chooses upon ground of
initial interest or personal suggestion represents the whole or nearly
the whole body of knowledge required of an educated man.

To overcome the difficulties of the student and to mitigate the
effects of departmental mindedness, as distinguished in the Phrase
of D. R. L. Kelley, from curriculum mindedness, institutions have
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followed the lead of Columbia University in offering special orienta-
tion courses for freshmen. Just as freshman week is intended to
orient the student in 'his new administrative and social environment,
the orientation course is intended to orient him in the fields of knowl-
edge which are' spread before him in the college curricula. The
orientation course is intended to unify the material of the curricu-
lum ; to constitut* what may be called, following the terminology of
vocational education, a pre-educational course. More specifically,
it is intended to train the student to think and to introduce him to a
general survey of the nature"of the world and of man. Committee
(i of the American Association of University Professors has issued
a study of such courses offered by Amherst, Antioch, Brown, Co-
lumbia, Dartmouth, Johns Hopkins, Leland Stanford, Missouri,
Princeton, Rutgers, and Williams.

One institution at least, Reed College, has carried this idea
further; the college course is intended as an orientation one,
but orientation in life rather than in college is sought. Of
course, colleges have always made the claim that this was their
purpose. Reed seems to have attacked the problem from a somewhat
fresh standpoint and -without the restraints of traditional organi-
zation. Tile criticism so frequently directed against the colleges,
that the attitude of instruction is chronological rather than func-
tional, applies in many cases to the work of the orientation courses.
Even at Reed, for instance, the first two years of work are directed
to providing an historical background; This method of approach is
also the one frequently adopted by the freshmen orientation courses.
Historical interest usually develops in a student only after a con-
siderable body of information has been accumulated with no or little
chronological unification. Desire to unify and coordinate through
the agenq of time or logical classification is a comparatively late
development. Tile filing system comes after accumulation of corre-
spondence. Although it may require a high order of genius to relate
instruction material to the familiar life of the entering college stu-
dent, some element of such relationship is always intiroduced by good
teachers. In this way only can reality bé given to knowledge and
intellectual attainments. The present orientation courses, excellent
as they are under the limitations of cbronoltgical approach, might
be greatly strengthened if more systematically and consciously re-
lated to student experience.

The attitude of college and university administrations indicated
by class sectioning and orientation courses implies changed methods
in the later part of the college course. Measurps of the kind already
described are in large part preliminarrto meeting other general
criticisms of college work. It is cluagei that the collages do .Rot

\
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develop a high type of scholarship. The Phi Beta Kappa Society
of the upper Hudson has been sending out speakers to talk to
college students about scholarship, since it is maintained that they

.4( have very little opportunity to hear about scholarship and great
opportunity to hear about athletics and money-making. It is
charged that the processes of college are machinelike and that under

s'the formal standards set up education tends to become more inter-
estar in meeting formal standans than in education itself. It is
asserted that the work of the regional and national standardizing
agencies contributes to destruction of individual aims and institu-

. tional character..
In the attempt to meet these and similar criticisms institutions

have during the biennium considered carefully matters of curiiculwn
revision; and watched with interest surveys of special fields of
íastruction such as those conducted by the American Classical
League, Modern Language Association, and the Society for th'e
Promotion of Engineering Education. They have even begun to
plan to take definite steps toward the development of better college
teaching. Systems of providing special honors and distinctions to
induce interest on the part of students in scholarship and in work
have made considerable growth. More striking, perhaps, than any
of these attempts is the development of honors courses and the
tendency to recognize the value of comprehensive examinations.
Each of these measures is worthy of consideration. Comment upon
proposals with reference to improvement and economy in graduate
work will also be dfscussed before turning to problems of social and
college life.

CURRICULUM REVISION

It seems to be generally accepted that it is the function of the
college to train the common citizen. If this is true, too much lab-
oratory work, too much research, too ihuch methodology and tech-

\nique may develop in a college a kind of training which defeats
the purpose. What the general run of students need is content
material useful in common life, and instruction whose aim is presen-
tation of information in a way that will develop intelligence and a
judicial spirit in matters of ordinary experience. In other words,
the curriculum should prepare the student to function in the -life
that he will live after he leaves college.' Colleges Cave always main-
tained, perhaps, that these were the purposes of their work. The
most commim method which has been adopted to insure a reasonable
unity and relationship between the several subjects studied by a
student, and to insure that his course contains all thos elements
which should enter into the educated consciousness of the common
man, has been the grouping 'of subjects as a guide for the student

01
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ill the construction of his curriculum. Grouping of subjects has
not been very strictly observed, however, either by studen1s or by
the colleges, and little functional unification has resulted. It is still
possible for the student to take chemistry without arriving at an
understanding of the scientific method. He may gtill specialize to
an, extent that leaves hiai after college an uneducated man in the
sense that. his knowledge is unrelated to large areas of human activity
and interest.

, In this connection several interesting experiments have been made
which give students or a committee of students an opportunity to
sugges&curriculum changes. In the second semester of 1923 Vassar
organized a student curriculum committee whose work continued
in 1924, and its suggestions have been regaraed by the faculty as of
real value. The students of the College of the City of New York
have worked serioilsly upon this college administrative problem, and
their suggestions are of interest in that they appear to indicate that
students themselves feel the need for. simplification, high standards
of scholarship, and what used to be known as an " all-round" educa-
tion. They recommended that extra credits for 1igli marks be
dropped, that Latin and Greek be reduced.to the status of electives,
that -the third-year language requirement for the A. B. degree be
abolished, that the langitAw requirement for the social science degree
be increased, that requilrea military training be abolished, and that
final examinations .for "A_ " students be eliminated. Their sugges-
tion that the requirements for the bachelor of science degree include
one year each of psychology, philosophy, English literature, and the
history of science, indicates that they recognizë the undesirability
of too great specialization. They also recognize the basic place of
good health in airy educational program by the proposal that recrea-
tion activities be required of upper classmen as well as of lower.

An important suggestion, which would imply rather thorough-
going revision of present curriculum practices, is that instruction be
developed functionally upon the basis of student grouping in accord-
ance with their dominant interests. The growth of international
study groups among college students upon a noncredit basis would
seem to point to a certain degree of utility and practicality in this
proposal. Voluntary clubs formed to study international relations
exist in 85 or 90 colleges. The Institute of International Education,
which is largely responsible for this devolopment, has proposed that
orientation courses in foreign relations be developed as a result of
this work, but study of this kind is more closely related to the pro-
posal to develop functional credit courses upon the basis of group
interest, thisin to the orientation idea. International relations is but
one of many subjects of interest to which siudents in groups of
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considerable size are willing to give time and work. The possible
value to formulation of college work of such mental initiative on
the part of students is undoubtedly worthy of further thought, but
administrative and practical difficulties are so obvious that outside
the range covered by free electives, colleges will probably find adop-

tion of the plan inapplicable.
An outstanding and courageous attempt to free the traditional

curriculum from some of the old standards has been made by the
University of Delaware. This plan contemplates that a group of

'junior students shall study a year abroad and receive eredit at Dda-
ware for the work done. France is selected as the place for the first
experiment. Students, under the direction of a member of the resi-
dent faculty of the university, leave the United States in July and
remain until 'July of the following year. Thq follow a very in-
tensive course of language study in France and take up residence at
one of the French universities. Each student lives while in residence
in a French family, so that French must be spoken.

President: Hullihen reports that the greatest obstacle to the plafrn
has been the Credit difficulty. Foreign courses do'not exactly corre-
spond to work in America. It would seem iiikt the careful restric-
tionseplaced upon students to insure that they have the benefits of
real study, real language work, and travel under most advantageous
conditions for acquisition of knowledge shoula justify acceptance of
a year of such work as the equivalent of nine month's' residence in
an American institution. The fact that this is not the ease seems to
bear out the charge that interest in .units of credit rather than in
education is one of the characteristics of American colleges and
universities.

Delaware has adopted, in addition to careful planning and super-
vision of the work abroad, two important methods and safeguards
to avoid criticism which may arise because of the dvarture from
the formal traditional standards of American college education.
Juniors are selected for the experiment in order that the faculty
will have an opportunity to observe the students when they return
to .the university as seniors. It is proposed ,also to substitute for
the foreign examinations an examination of the comprehensive type
now made familiar and respectlible by the development of honors
courses.

No doubt the presence in the student body of those who have had
the privilege of this foreign study will inspire many first or second
year students to qualify for admission to later foteign-study groups.
President Hulliben states that the plan has already had a distinct
effect in providing a direct objective for the students of the Uni-
versity of Delaware. Anotheraadvantage of the plan which is an-

:
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ticipated is that it will stimulate the teaching of foreigh language;
'since, if successful arrangements can be made, similar student groups
will be taken to other countries of Europe and South America.

TEACHING METHODS

Colleges have been as yet little affected by the development of
educational theory already commonly applied to instrucOn in the
6?1ementary and secondary schools. At first sight it would seem
difficult to account for this fact since these theories have been de-
veloped in large pert by the schools and colleges of education in the
universities. Familiarity with these theories, however, seems.to be
confined to the professors of 'education. As a matter of fact the
college-teAing profession does not rank teaching with research.
College teachers and college administrators, although both would
repudiate the attitude, tend to undervalue the man who is more
greatly concerned about his teaching problems than about his admin-
istrative or research work.

No doubt there is a methodology of college teaching. At any
rate there is a considerable body of knowledge in regard to the tech-
nique of teaching which is not shared or practiced to any great
extent ilby college professors. Graduate students qualify for college
teaching positions upon the basis df research which is only in the
slightest degree related to ability to instruct. In fact research work
of the type which places student upon the list of eligibles for college
employment is frequently ofsuch nature that it unfits for teaching.
Perhaps the new Kappa Phi Kappa educational fraternity which
has for its purpose interesting men students in education may in the
long rim have considerable effect upon the attitude toward teaching
on the part of the professorial class and lead to greater knowledge
of college teaching problems)

Aside from the development' of the sabbatical furlough for college
professors, which has a somewhat attenuated connection with im-
provement in college teaching, little positive action has been taken
to make college professors better college teachers. It is true that
college aministrators are pleased when they obtain a good teacher,
but they have few me4ns of judging the nattge of teaching in their
institut ions and even less satisfactory standards for 4etermining the
teaching ability of new men whom theY employ. In this connection
protest has been made quite frequently during the biennium that as
soon as an institution gets a- professor who establishes a reputation
for good teaching or leadership in research, he is hired away by
some other college. Proposals have been made for enforcing con-
tracts rimv carefully and for the development of high standards of
honor as between'institutions in the hope that this practice may be
discouragea. These proposals are in part based upon the belief that

-
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rooting an instructor in an institution tends to develop better teach-
ing. Objections to this idea are so obvious that it is hardly necessary
to mention them. Extreme manifestation of the belief is afforded
by the college president who appealed to a graduate institution for
an instructor with a statement to the effect that, although the men
previously obtained had been good men, they had been hired away
by other institutions. and that he hopes now to secure some one who
will stay. Selecticn and retention of professors upon this plan,
means, of course, that a premium is placed upon the ,employment
of mediocre men who do not give promise of developing competition
for their services.

SPECIAL HONORS AND DISTINCTIONS

There is a growing tendency to adopt some- plan of providitg
special recognition and distinction for the man who attains a certain
ranking throughout his college course and for the man who does
extra work'. These plans follow in general the old principle of
granting the degree cum laude or ?myna clun laude. One of the
most popular recent devices of this kind is based upon what. is known
as the point system. The plan as adopted at the University of
Michigan provides that for each "A" grade three points shall be

;counted ; for each " B " grade two points; " C grade one point ;

"D " grade no point; and " E "yrade a minus point. For gradua-
tion the same number of poinis as of credits or hours is required.
The man whose general avrage in points is 2.15 or 2.5 is regarded
as having attained distinction or high distinction, and his name is
frequently put in the catalogue orvinmencement program under
these headings. The point system, of course, insures a kind of re-
will] for meetpg faithfully the ordinary requirements, but does not
very extensively encourage independent study. When in addition
honor points are given for extra technical, educational, or special
courses, the result is merely to add to the nuRibA9 of units of regular
work without giving the individual an opixtunity to do work of R

distinctive and personal character. ,This poirit plan for rewarding
industry and high ranking in the. work offered implies the least
disturbance tp the present standardized series of processes through
which a student must pass in order to secure a degree, or it may even
imply a belief that these peocesses are the most useful that can be
devised.

Of the same general natùre as granting special distinctions to
students upon the basis of high rating under the regular system is a
tendency to make móre difficult the passagefrom sophomore to junior
year or from junior year to the senior. Princeton has undertaken
tq make passage from the sophomore to the junior year somewhat
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more difficult, and this is but one of several instances which depend
upon increased difficulty without material change in the work offered
or in the methods used, to secure higher scholarship and better
training.

HONORS COURSES

Limiting enrollment, selective processes intended to secure students
who will profit from training, special orientation courses for fresh-
men, and maintenance of high course averages all fail to provide
adequately for the specially gifted student. They all fail to en-
courage indepmdent initiative and self-directed work to the point
where the scholarly attitude or the power of independent procedure
in dealing with new problems is developed. The need is for some
method Nkkhich will induce every student, and especially the gifted
ones, to extend themselves to the limit of their abilities. Tht old
methods and courses failed to do this. The commission on faculty
and student scholarship of the Association of American Colleges in
1923 reported that. of all the attempts to accomplish these purposes,
the honors courses developed in this country by Swarthmore i the
best and, most promising. The honors courses as developec by
Swarthmore and adopted by other institutions, notably Bar ard,
Carleton, and Smith, are based in fact upon the influence o the
English honors courses made familiar to this country through the
Rhodes scholarships, Canadian practice, and by closer international
student relations. The extent of interest in the plan is evidenced by
the fact that President Aydelotte's account of the honors courses
as developed at Swarthmore, published by the 11Litional Research
Council, has been exhausted and a second edition' made necessary.
At Swarthmore the number of honors students has doubled each
year for three years. No single movement in higher education has
been given more interest or promises more far-reaching results than
this. The course its developed implies independent study on the
part of students, less formal relationships with the faculty, and
relaxation of attendance upon classes and ordinary class examina-
tions. Honors work is confined to the junior and senior years, in
part because freshmen and sophomores require basic work, which
iQ Europe is regarded as secondary. This condition emphasizes
and no doubt will contribute to more general and practical accept-
ance of the fact that the first two years of American college work
belong in the% secondary school. The development of the junior
college will doubtless be hastened through this infiuence of honors
courses.

Two features of the honors courses have made ail appeal to insti-
tutions which have not themselves aciopted the plan. Several institu-
tions have attempted to extend the privilege of voluntary attendance
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upon classes to students who attain certain ratings. Princeton at-
tempted in September, 1923, to extend further its plan of voluntary
attendance upon lectures but was compelled to return to its former
plan because lectures were entirely deserted. This fact may indicate
that the greater part of the instruction now carried on by the lecture
method may more easily and quickly be obtained through reading,
or it may indicate thAt those who do not rank high in regular work
lave not t e maturity and development to iinders,,tand how to
their own educational progress. Anpther element of the
system which makes decided appeal is the comprehensive ex ruina-
tion. The honors students at SwarthMore are tested by c4om

anage
onors

rehen-
sive examinations which emphasize the-general subject and thtrefore
tend to decrease the importance of the individual course. At Sivarth-
more these examinations are conducted by men familiar w4h the
fields, who are brought in from outside the institution. A. knoikledge
of the field rather than of the specific courses taken is thus inured.
In a sense those who are directing honors work are thus judged 'long
with the students whee work they control. Reed College usel8 tIìè
comprehensive examination at the end of the junior year. Its aivork
is so organized that such an examination is applicable. At Sw4.,rth-
more the students in the senior class have petitioned that their final
examinations be of the comprehensive type. In the opinion': of
friends of the comprehensive examination this desire on the pari of
the seniors is regarded as an indication of high educational o'nd
intellectual interest. Persons who are not converted to the com-
prehensive examination contend that ability to organize and pre-
ent information in a clear and logical manner, which is the ma¡n

purpose of the comprehensive examination, may be tested just 4s
thoroughly by the ordinary course examination and that in additioin
the latter tests knowledge and memory of course. work. The discuk
sion is valuable in that it is securing much needed attention to th
technique of examinations in America.

GRADUATE WORK

The United States has developed a large number of great univer:
sities which are famous for their rkearch work. Through a some-* what curious misapprehension of educational purposes., research and
greatness have therefore become somewhat confused. Research
doubt is an important means of testing the standing and reput on
of a university, but this basis'of judgment is carried to extretae
point when it leads practically every university in the I ited States
to base its claims to recognition u on extensive and vari programs
of graduate research work. The fact that eligibility for college
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employment depends so largely upon research has contributed to this
attitude. The results have not been entirely happy.

During and following the World War the demand for college in-
structors exceeded the suppq7. Colleges still demanded, however,
that fheir instructors hohl higher degrees. As a result, .pressur6
upon graduate institutions to meet this demand aided in the promo-
tion of the already existing tendency to carry over into graduate
research work the prevailing undergraduate cónception that educa-
tion -cimsists of completion of courses and compihltion (if units. It
is asserted quite frequently that graduate work is now On the basis
of what the graduate student is admitted from and not upon the
basis .of what he is admitted to. In other words, research is in some

,
of our graduate departments defined largely in terms of under-
graduate c611erse education. Is someone has expressed it, present
graduate work " coddles imm.tifitrity." Professor Woodbridge states
the case : " Graduate work should not prepare students for advanced
degrees but should gi ve them a chance to do something worthy of a
degree."

if it is admitted that this sjtuation is justly pictured, it is obvious
that considerable reduction may profitably be made in the extent
of graduate research work for degrees now carried on in a large
number of our universities. It can not be stated too emphatically
that this does not imply in the slightest. that the .value and importance
of real research have been exaggerated. On the contrary, it is a plea
for extending and raising tile standards of _research which lead to the
higher degrees.

Two proposals have been made recently looking to improvement of
the situation With reference to grmlaate work : First, that institu-
#s specialize in the kin(' of graduate work to which they devote

their resources, thus insuring, in so far as educational expenditures
serve to direct research activity, concentration of energ3 and ability
upon limited fields. Beyond question money alone, eveii money com-
bined with the assembly of large bodies of graduate students, does
not provide all the conditions necessary fin% successful prosecution
of highly specialized research. It is thought, however, that speciah
ization as between institutions will attract to each instithion leaders
of research who will find in the combinatidn of their work and efforts
and in the special facilities provided a happy ground for work of tbe

I
highest type. A second suggestion made, which is in no way con-
tradictory to the first, is that a greater degree of cooperation in re-
search work as betweeh higher institutions be developed. Several
examples of such cooperative research during the period are of
special note. The Modern Language Association Research, fot in-
stance, in which 35 research groups are cooperating, is pointed to aj
a conclusive argument for such procedure. Cooperation in researdi

;
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in the humanities similar to that carried on by the National Research
Councirin the scientific field might serve to prevent waste ay might
promote coordinated effort. While not strictly graduate c'boopera-
tion, the arrangement of the sehNs of commerce and business in
the Universities Of Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, Nebraska, Dhio
State, Wiscopsin, ahd Chicago to publish. the University Journal of

'cooperationBusiness in is an indicption that cooperative eff6rt in
educational enterprises tends to gain ground.

SOCIAL AND COLLEGE LIFE

Much discussion of the work of the colleges and universities of
the United States is centered about the activities which are ni1
directly under the control of the ,college otborities and arises from
discontent with the institutional efforts to give the individual student
proper living guidance at those times v.-hen he is not in the class-
room. These problems, always matters of concern to university
administrators, have been enhI)IIasi ztt1 by iurrent criticis,m. The
institutions have felt an increasing nee( to take positive action look-
ing to personal advice and guidance for snide ts in their umerouti
academic, social, and financial relations. The eeling has ( veloped
that the housing, health, and morals of students are matters to which
administrative authority may properl? (kvote more attention. The

dp

question is raised whether even the activities directed by students
themselves may not be brought into elbser relationship with the
institutional and educational aims:40 the college. The charge that
the higher institution sits an isolated island in the midst of the activi-
ties of the world has led to increasing interest in the establishment
of outside contacts.

The Outside estimate of the tone of our large universities is per-
imps hest reflected in the bequest in the. wjIl of Willard D. Straight,
which left to Cornell a sum of money to be devoted to making the
institution " a more human place." This problem is noi, confined to
the larger institutions. The presidenta the University of Illinois
in his report for 192'2-23 indeed makes a strong case for the larger
institution in this respect. He points out that an institution with
ten thousand .students and a staff of One thousand encourages per-
sonal relationships to as great an extent at least as is the case in the
smaller college. A larger choice of personal contacts is possible.

However this, may be, the universities and colleges are recognizing
increasingly the 'necessity for setting up some agency whose busi-
ness it is to look after these personal Rroblems. In many institutions
this agency is the dean of students. In others personnel bureaus have
been establishod which serve both the needs of the. student and of
the administrative requirements of the institu4i9n itself.

;
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The position of dean ,of students may be almost indefinitely sub-
divided. ri is recognized that a dean of men nifty contribute almost
as much to the life ind education outside college walls as the dean-of
women tontributes to the well-being of the girls. The dean of fresh-
men is an Office which, under the dean of students, devotes itself to
the problems of new students. In the Upiversity of Illinois a special
position was created in 1923 to look after student activities and
organizations. The dean of women frruerfr4y encourages grouj)-
illg of women in otganizations, as is the case in Illinois.

Frequently thedean marutp\-es the employment bureau, is a member
or 'chairman of the student loan committee, gives vocational and
educatipn_al guidance, advises with reference to and partigipates in

student social activities. The dean -helps the individual with per-
sonaLfriendly advi'ce, straightens out relations with townsfolk, looks

after sAick students, and establishes contact with parents. He haS
largely ceased to be regarded as the'college official disciplinary agent ;

he is the college friendship man.
The housing problem in snuffler institutions, as well as in the larger

ones, presents many probknis. The development of dormitories, fpr
women especially enablesithe instittition to exercise a certain degiee
of supervision over die unschedule#hours of the student. Training
in the social conventions in Allege dormitories and dining halls is,
carried on by means of example or evfn definite regulation by cul-
tured supervisors. When students live in towri: scattered through
rooming houses, supervision becomes a (l4Ticuu1t matter. Careful
supervision of *such houses for women is co ninon, but the expense
seems to be too great to exercise any large deliree of control over the
places where the men live. This problem is being met by building
dormitories, but requires fuither attention by institutions.wfdch can
not hope to house their own students in the near future.

Athletics present troublesomo problems to the college adminis-1
trator who is interested in ihe well-being of his and has
caused much comment and concern outside college walis. The ath-4
letic situation is greatly complicated by' the fact that athletics has
become a matter of huge money transactions. In Michigan in 1922
the revenues from athletics were $226,465.15, while the expenditures
were $182,909.08. In 1923 the revenue ha4 grown to $309,107.1tahd
expenditures to $190,300.23. In Princeton in 1923-24 the revenue
exceeded that of 1922-23 by $53,063.80, while at the wme tinié
dperating expenses decreased $57,032.07. The size of these opera-

t ions has emphasized,the need of mature control of financial matters.
Young bbys, eYen young men who are su1)pose4 to be receiving a
college education, should not be called upon to transact business of
such magnitude. The effect upon athletics is tó make p.ublic spec-
tacles of intercollegiate contests, even though it is true that the
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tickets for the big games are taken largely by alumni and students.
The tendency is to carry on contests with institutions that result in
large gate receipts and to develop coaches and teams who will be
winners.

The Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in the South-
ern States in 1921.'a1)pointed a committee of five to inquire into thee
conditions and into the administration of athletics in member col-
leges. The inquiry deals with the entrance of athletes to college,
tbeir record in college, their past athletic reconls, with absences from
college during the athletic season, with the salary of the coach and by
whom ipaid. The results of this inquiry indicate the need for more
effective faculty control, the necessity for reducing salaries of
coaches to reasonable limits, and as a corollary the desirability of
eliminating the seasonal coaches. The report also advocates the
elimination of special students from athletics, the eradication of
scouting, and the encouragement of intramural athletics. Condem-
nation of long trips and of gambling in connection with college
athletics is emphatic.

The report in 1921 of the conunittee of the American Physical
Education Association indir:ates some facts with reference to control
of college athletics that are worth recording. Thirty-two per cent of
the 250 colleges of which inquiry was made place management in
the hands of the faculty; in 30 per cent management is in
the hands of the faculty and students; in 25 per cent students anti
alumni share the control ; in 13 per cent students control. There is
a growing tendency to place the management of athletics in the hands
of the department of physical edwation. The figiires above indicate,
however, that there may be some truth in the charge that in certain
instances college authorities look to college athletics to create college
unity and publicity. The charge is that this attitude accounts for
the fact that, in spite of well-known abuses, little is done to correct
them.

Much of the discussion centers about the pbsition of the broach.
Coaches themselves maintain that high salaries are necessary, since
their period of usefulness is short and they have little certainty of
tenure. They maintain that college authorities insist upon theiy
producing winning teams and base tenure upon ability to do so.
They are not left free to handle the athletic situation as a part of a
physical development program. The proposal that coaches' salaries
be reduced to a point where they compare not too favorably with the
salaries of full professors will depend for its successful operation
upon support from the college authorities. Abolition of professionp.1
college coaches and substitution of faculty coaches in their place has
received great impetus from its approval by representatives of 12
New York and New England colleges in 1922. This plan has been
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adopted by Union, Wesleyan, Bates, Trinity, and Hamilton and
submitted for consideration to Amherst, Bowdoin, Middlebury,
Tufts, Williams, and Colby. The problem of raising the tone of
college coaching is also being met by the special courses for coaches
offered by various institutions. The University of Minnesota offered
in 1924 a complete course of training for teachers of physical educa-
tion, including coaches, which will lead to the degree of bachelor of
science in the college of educatioh. The State Teachers College at
Ce-lar Falls. Iowa. will offer ab,o a four-year course for 'athletic
coaches.

The contention that it is impossible for the college to develop in-
tramural sports in those lines which are carried on in intercollegiate
athletics has been disproved conclusively. At Princeton, to take
but one instance. 1,215 of its 2,000 students were in 1924 members
of interc,ollegiate sports squads. This did not include those who par-
ticipated in intramural athletics; if this number were included,90 per
cent of the students of Princeton participated in some form of sport.
Careful supervision and determined efforts to bring about an athletic
situation which would really contribute to the physical and moral
welfare of the students account for such development. The Uni;
versitim of Illinois, North Carolina. Ohio State, and Ohio Wesleyan
also report a great growth in intramural sports. At Michigan in-
tramural contests between teams of women students have developed
remarkably. At Michigan also the gymnasium is used to a much
larp.er extent than forme0y by summer school students. Efforts to
induce upper classm'en ta participate in regular exercise have been
stimulated. Intramural athletics has been coordinated with teaclwr
training work in physical education so that senior and junior stu-
dents act as instructors for intramural teams, organize teams, and
officiate at games. 'Michigan's new four-year teachers' course in
school health and physical education is thus made to contribute to
the development of intramural athletics.

The growth of freshmen teams since the adoption of the one-year
rule, commonly known as the freshman rule, which at first appeared
to be a development which would encourage intramural sports and
free tike minds of freshmen somewhat for college work, has shown
thaat freshmen athletics is subject to the same abuses as general college
contests. Contests between freshmen teams of different institutions
have grown to such a point that abuses are quite is serious as those
arising from intercollegiate athletics in which teams represent the
entire institution. Princeton and Harvard have / as a result discon-
tinued their fr4men contests.

Important from the standpoint ff defining the purposes and
objectives of college athletics is the work of the Amateur Athletic
Federation which developed from the Secretary of ar's Man-
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Power Conference, held in 1922. The federation is attempting to
define what constitutes physical fitness and to stimulate- various
agencies, including those of the colleavs, to a.dopt standards and to
direct their athletic and sport activities to the attainment of these
standards. The University of Michigan is devoting consider-
able time to working out a series of annual performance or physical
efficiency tests for upper classmen. Similar standards for girls are
being developed. Modification of men's games when played by girls,
to suit the physical characteristics of girl participants. and accept-
ance of the idea that girl teams should always be coached and con-
trolléd by women, indicate considerable progress.

The purpose of all this is, of course, to make college sports and
athletics contribute to health rather than to competitive advertising
or to the development of students of marked physical prowess.,

The mortils of college students undoubtedly have alwhys been
high, as compared with the morals otsimilar groups of young people.
Aside from the supervision exercised 1)y deans and the advier and aid
which they give of a personal nature, the outstanding current dis-
cussions which may be regarded as of moral significance concern
drunkenness and suppression of smoking by girls In view of the
prohibition laws and regulations, institutions have felt that drunken-
ness, especially public drunkenness. is an offense more serious than
in pre-Volstead days. Princeton has underta1i6n to deal millie de-
cidedly with intoxication by 'beans of 'suspension in cases which
come to the attention of the college authorities. In the case of
drunkenness for the first time the period of suspensiQn is short; the
second offense results in longer suspension and sending the student
home, so that his parents mv deal with the case as they see fit.
In some cases expulsion results. The attitude of the University of
Michigan is somewhat more decided. The preMent has been corn-

. mended throughout the United States for his courage in dealing
with the problem of drunkenness. In 1923 the regents passed reso-
lutions upon the subject, and in the fall of the same year the uni-
versity senate discussed this matter thoroughly. The decision was
reached that cases of public drunkenness should be punished by
dismissal.

Although in the eastern States smoking by girls is not regarded as
a matter of moral depravity but rather as one of convention or

. .health, in e 'es an( Middle 'est a mora 'gm cance is attached
to smoking by girl students.. An outstanding ase is that of a girl
student. expelled for smoking in the Michigan S te Normal School
at Ypsilanti. This case received Wide publicity ause it was car-
ried to the courts and because the judge susiained : nd commended
the dean of women for her action. It remains to be .n whether the
increasing freedom of women will result in making th standards of
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convention and moral practice for the two sexes more nearly the

OUTSIDE CONTACTS

More extensive and closer contact between the higher educational
institutions and the outside wc;rld is intimately bound up with two
matters which havé given trouble to college authoritiesfreedom
of speech and academic freedom. The former concerns the freedom
with thich college buildings and property may be used by student
organizations and Others for presenting ideas and facts which are
the subject of discussion outside college walls. No general rule
which will eliminate the necessity for discretion has been devised.
In general, addresses of a scholarly nature or those of general inter-
est are permitted and encouraged. Advocacy of destruction of the
Government by viblence or unlawful means or attack upon the
accepted code of morals are forbidden. What constitutes an accepted
code of morals is, of course, am matter of opinion.' Critics of educa-

,

tional institutions contend that when revision of conventional moral
standards is in progress, institutions pertmit the greatest freedom
to those who defend the conservative viewpoint, while those who are
working for change are forbidden to present their ideas to students. v

One of the important matters of this kind which has aroused discus-
sion and disagreement is the matter of birth control. Similar differ-
erences of opinion arise in connection with political campaigns. No
institution would forbid a general discussion of political issues;
many will forbid the use of college or university buildings for pre-
sentation of the claims of a political candidate even though such
discussions and claims are presented freely in the newspapers and
across the street from the campus. No doubt an institution has a
legal right and a mdral obligation to control the outside influences
which are brought to, bear upon its students; its standards of con-
trol should be publicly known and 'impartially applied.

The matter, however, of participation of the college staff in out-
side discussigns, either in the classroom or in public, presents some-
what greater difficulties. A committee of the Association of American
Colleges in 1922 formulaied general principles in regard to this
matter which after a year's iiscussion were adopted in 1923. These
principles deal with four points. First, they recognize that freedom
of research should be maintained un.le5A restriction is necessary in
the interest of teaching. Second, the college should-not place restric-
tion upon freedom in presentatio4,01 the teacher's own subject, in-the
classroom, in outside addregg, tor in publications except such as are
agreed upon in advance or such as are necessary for immature stu-
dents. Third, they recognized the right and the duty of the
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tution to restrict discussion of outside matters in the classroom which
is supposed to be devotifj to instruction of a special kind. Fourth,
that the teacher's right of public discussion of questions outside his
own field is the same as that of anyone else, except that the teacher
must always make it clear that he and not the institution is responsi-
ble for the views expressed.

JUNIOR COLLEGES

Mention has already been made of the fact that the first two yearsof college properly belong to the secondary field and of the factthat during these two years occurs the greatest mortality among
students. The burden upon the institutions because of large attend-
ance, as well as theoretical reasons, makes them friendly toward theidea of developing separate two-year junior colleges. It is the pur-
pose of such institutions to render educational service along three
lines. First, presentation of a liberal arts course of two years whichwill lead to entrance to the junior year in a college or university;
second, conduct of two years of professional or preprofessional
courses; and, third, offering two-year completion courses for those
who do not desire to secure a degree or to lead professional lives.Friends of the junior college idea see in its future develpment pro-
vision for a number of such institutions so conveniently distributed
as to provide locally training of the kinds indicated. They believethat this will relieve 'the college of many of the problems which arise
from immature boys and girls being severed from home connectionsand alst will result in the college being able to concentrate its
energies upon higher education rather than upon instruction of a
secondary nature. The development a the junior college iuring the
two-year period has been remarkable. In California in 1921 a bill
was passed which makes possible the setting up under State aid of
an extensive system of junior colleges. Those which undertake to
prepare for the last two years of college work must be affiliated with
the State university. They are inspecred by the university, and the
qualifi-cations of the faculty must comply with university standards.
The courses (If all institukions must be approved by the State board

'of education and conform to minimum standards set up by the
State board', This results in a system which coordinates the junior
college with the public schools and with the university more closely
than in any other State. In 19422 in the United 61tates there were
200 junior colleges, of which 4 were affiliated with high schools, and
125 were reorganized small colleges. Dr. George F. Zook, president
of the Municipal Vniversity of Akron, while chief of the division of
higher education in the United States Bureau of Education., contrib-
uted through his surveys a great deal to the development of this
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movement. His studies of college distribution upon the basis of
economic resources, population, transportation, and type of educa-
tional service required resulted in recommendations looking toward
re,uction of competition between four-year denominational csolleges
by changing several of them to the Tank of junior colleges and
making them feeders for one or two strong institutions affiliated
with the denomination concerned.
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